
WACKY WOMEN GOLF ASSOCIATION

Brand Style Guide



After all the hard work put into creating a fabulous brand 
experience for your organization, we all want to make 
sure it stays that way when it heads out into the world. 

Following these guidelines will ensure your logo and 
design elements (print and web) are used in a way that 
upholds the proper aesthetic standards and keeps your 
brand looking professional and consistant at all times. 
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APPROACHABLE 
WHIMSICAL
FUN

Moodboard

The inspiration for Wacky Women is a fresh and whimsical 
look strongly rooted in an Alaskan summertime environment. 
Brand visuals rely on illustrative elements and a bright palette 
to convey a sense playfulness and fun without feeling 
childish or unprofessional.

Since the organization's core-values are to "create a fun, 
relaxing, friendly atmosphere to learn and play golf and make 
new friends," the overall brand should facilitate this in every 
aspect of the design. It starts with the punny name and 
continues throughout the site with fun illustrative details to 
show that this group of women knows how to have a fun time 
without taking themselves too seriously.  

The target audience consists mostly of middle-age Alaskan 
women. Imagery and messaging that focuse on community 
and fun shows the welcoming attitude of the organization 
while playful illustrative elements support the laid back, 
informal aspect of the group.  
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Primary Logo

MINIMUM SIZE

The smallest the 
logo should ever be 
represented is 3/4 of 
an inch high.

Your primary logo is the main logo you will use for most 
brand materials. It is used the most often and on almost 
everything including your website, business cards, printed 
materials, signage etc.
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Logo Variations

LOGO VARIATION

SUBMARK

SYMBOL

A logo variation is a version of your primary logo, 
just re-arranged in a different format, sometimes 
referred to as your secondary logo. Instead of 
shrinking your logo to fit a certain dimension, your 
secondary logo may be used instead.

A symbol or monogram can be used where the 
primary logo is not necessary or where the full brand 
name is already displayed in plain text. 

For example, on the back of a business card, 
stamped or printed on an envelope, or as a social 
media profile picture where the name is written next 
to the image. 

Your logo submark is a less detailed version of your 
primary logo that can be used to keep your branding 
in place of your main logo, where the full name of 
the organiation does not need repeating. 

 It can also be used as a stamp, social media profile 
image, on website footers or favicons, back sides of 
business cards, etc.
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SPACING

Logo Usage

To ensure legibility, always keep a clear 
space around the logo at every size.This 
space isolates the mark from any competing 
graphics  that might conflict with or 
overwhelm the impact of the logo.  

As I prefer to achieve overall balance over an 
exact symmetry, the space around the 
primary logo is asymmetrical on the right 
and left side to achieve optimum balance in 
any composition. The top and bottom space 
remain the height of the logo's flag while the 
flags in each corner give a proper ratio of 
clear space to the left and right. 

A clear space for any logo variation or mark is defined as 1/3 of 
the logo or 1/4 of the mark’s height applied on all sides.

All logoprint and web files are pre-saved with these spacing rules applied:
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UNACCEPTABLE USAGE

Logo Usage

A B C

D E F

G H I

A. Don’t rotate the logo. 

B. Don’t stretch or squish.

C. Don’t place elements in the logo
     clear space.

D. Don’t resize any part.

E. Don’t re-arrange parts or create
     new compositions that are not
     already provided. 

F. Don’t add unnofficial graphics.

G. Don’t use off-brand colors. Refer
     to the Color Usage section.

H. Don’t add dropshadows or other
     text styles.

I. Don’t contain the logo in a box
   when used on a background.

Sign Up

x x x

x x x

x x x

NEVER do any of the following with any logo or variation:
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Logo Color Usage

BLACK & WHITE

FULL COLOR

A black or white logo should only be used 
against background colors that provide a 
substantial amount of contrast.

The full color logo should only be used on a white background.

x x
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SINGLE COLOR

Logo Color Usage

Single color logos may be used in any primary brand color in addition to black and white:

Examples of unacceptable logo and color pairings (poor legibility or non-primary logo colors):

x x x x

 Color pairing examples for single color logos:
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Color Palettes

PRIMARY PALETTE

EXTENDED PALETTE

ILLUSTRATIVE PALETTE

Call To Action
Button Color

Background Colors

Use for Text, Links, Icons, Accents, and Outlines

Use these colors only for creating new graphic Illustrations.
Refer to the website for graphic color styles.
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RGB 160, 232, 255    HEX   #A0E8FF 

RGB 137, 214, 69   HEX   #89D645

RGB 106, 17, 191   HEX   #6A11BF PRIMARY

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

RGB 219, 251, 242   HEX   #DBFBF2

RGB 203, 247, 176   HEX   #CBF7B0

RGB 255, 246, 164   HEX   #FFF6A4

RGB 79, 38, 1   HEX   #4F2601

RGB 20, 48, 3   HEX   #143003

RGB 37, 137, 160   HEX   #2589A0

RGB 88, 217, 252   HEX   #58D9FC

RGB 203, 247, 176   HEX   #CBF7B0

Color Codes

DIGITAL PALETTE
Use for digital materials only since not all of these colors can be replicated in print.
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CMYK 82, 100, 0, 0

CMYK 2, 0, 44, 0 

CMYK 80, 27, 31, 1

CMYK 52, 0, 2, 0 

CMYK 27, 0, 2, 0

CMYK 9, 0, 5, 0 

CMYK 16, 0, 36, 0 

CMYK 48, 0, 96, 0 

CMYK 77, 49, 94, 60 

CMYK 0, 91, 94, 0 

CMYK 44, 74, 91, 62

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Color Codes

PRINT PALETTE
As a result of the CMYK printing process, colors for print are generally more muted than their digital equivalent.  
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TINTS & SHADES

Tints & Shades

Adding a white overlay to the darkest color value will result in tinted colors. 
Tints and Shades should be used to supplement the illustrative palette, but sparingly.
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Fonts & Usage

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnop
qrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jk lmnop
qrstuvwxyz

Playfair Display

Open Sans Light

Ttitles and headings

ALL CAPS - Subtitles and Subtext  

Normal Caps - Paragraph Text 

ALL CAPS - Primary Button Text & Links

Normal Caps - Non-primary button text 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jklmnop
qrstuvwxyz

Open Sans Regular
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Graphic Elements

PATTERNS

ELEMENTS

Use both for backgrounds in web and print

Use for accents & Illustrations

Background Accent

Text divider and fancy underline
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Graphic Elements

ILLUSTRATIVE ELEMENTS
Create new illustrations consistent with this style by using

graphic element pieces and elements from icon packs.

31

These must not be used in a section with any other icons.
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Graphic Elements

PHOTO AND INFO BOX TREATMENT
All images and boxes (web & print) should have a hard drop shadow,

 usually with a 6x6 pixel offset.
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Graphic Elements

TREATMENT EXCEPTIONS
Clickable boxes should employ a different color for the drop shadow’s hover state:

Blog posts, galleries, or multiple images are an exception when necessary:
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Web Elements

PRIMARY CTA BUTTON

This primary Call-To-Action must remain the same site-wide for the most sucess.

To be used for the most important single action that user will take on the site. 

ALL OTHER BUTTONS
This purple outlined style should be used for all other buttons on the site. 

HOVER STATE

Purple or white 
as shown here, 

depending on what 
color background the 

button is shown on

HOVER STATE

ROUNDED CORNERS

ALL CAPS TEXT

RGB 203, 247, 176
HEX   #CBF7B0

Button has a purple 
fill with white text and 
is no longer outlined. 

ROUNDED CORNERS

REGULAR CAPS TEXT

CTA RED COLOR ONLY USED HERE
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Icons

WEB ICONS
Use for small links or buttons such as “Download” “Print” “View”

ROUNDED CORNERS

THICK OUTLINE

Use white, grey, or any Primary colors for standard & hover state
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Icons

CUSTOM 2 COLOR ICONS

FULL COLOR ICON PACK

Use with fancy links, text boxes, and to convey actions or ideas.

Icon set may be enlarged by closely following the current design style.

Use sparingly as illustrative icons, consistant with this style. 

2 COLOR ICON

HOVER STATE
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BRANDING & DESIGN

ALESHIREDESIGN.COM


